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The author of the acclaimed memoir The Gate now gives us a mesmerizing account of his personal
relationship with one of the most infamous torturers of the twentieth century, and of his transformative
experience observing and participating in that man’s recent trial for war crimes.

In 1971, François Bizot was researching Khmer pottery and Buddhist ritual in rural Cambodia when, along
with two Cambodian assistants, he was arrested by Communist guerrillas on suspicion of being an American
spy. In captivity, Bizot would establish an unlikely rapport with his interrogator, Comrade Duch, a twenty-
nine-year-old former math teacher, now commander of the jungle encampment. After many long
conversations, Duch would become convinced of Bizot’s innocence, finally deciding to release his prisoner
against the wishes of his superiors, including one Saloth Sar—the future Pol Pot. And so it was on Christmas
Day 1971 that Bizot was allowed to depart the camp but obliged to leave his assistants behind.

In 1999, Bizot would hear of the arrest of the “butcher of Tuol Sleng.” This was the nom de guerre that
Comrade Duch had earned after releasing Bizot and proceeding to exterminate some ten thousand
Cambodians, including Bizot’s assistants, Lay and Son. Duch’s unexpected capture after years in hiding
presented François Bizot with his first opportunity to confront the man who’d held him captive for three
months and whose strange sense of justice had resulted in Bizot’s being the only Westerner to survive
imprisonment by the Khmer Rouge. The arrest also forced Bizot to confront a paradox: How could the man
who’d been his savior have become one of the most monstrous perpetrators of the Cambodian genocide? 

Taking part in the trial as a witness, with Duch the sole defendant, would return Bizot to the heart of
darkness. This is the testimony of what he discovered—about the torturer and about himself—on that
harrowing journey.
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From reader reviews:

Kim Duncan:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? That's why,
you can choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare
time to take a stroll, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open as well as read a book eligible
Facing the Torturer? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your
time using your favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have
other opinion?

Erich Arnold:

What do you think about book? It is just for students since they're still students or this for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they
don't would like do that. You must know how great along with important the book Facing the Torturer. All
type of book could you see on many methods. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Mary Block:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their spare time with their
family, or their particular friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, about to beach,
or picnic from the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Will you something
different to fill your current free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book could be option to fill your
cost-free time/ holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read.
If you want to try look for book, may be the e-book untitled Facing the Torturer can be good book to read.
May be it may be best activity to you.

Eric McDonald:

Do you like reading a publication? Confuse to looking for your selected book? Or your book was rare? Why
so many question for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people
likes looking at, not only science book but novel and Facing the Torturer or even others sources were given
understanding for you. After you know how the truly great a book, you feel need to read more and more.
Science publication was created for teacher or perhaps students especially. Those books are helping them to
add their knowledge. In other case, beside science book, any other book likes Facing the Torturer to make
your spare time much more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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